
Adult Leader’s Meeting 10/5/2022 

Minutes 

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 7:01 on 10/15/2022 

Present were: Lin Wozniewski, Ike Essary, Linda Dillon, Lisa Bubala, Sandi Gleason, Sarah Dingman, 
Connie Brittingham, Steven Shareef, Justine Gatlin, Judy Dawson, Julie Ziewse, Kristen Donaldson, Christi 
Long, Deb Lilly, Deana Sutton, and Julie Jones 

Pledge of Allegiance: Lin Wozniewski led the group in the Pledge of Allegiance followed by the 4-H 
Pledge 

Presentation of new General Rule: The proposed new General Rule for non-animal projects.  

P 19 General Rules 

10 Lake County 4-H Exhibit Guidelines 

Exhibit Check-In: Non-animal exhibits are expected to be checked-in during the published times each 
day for the projects designated for judging on that day. The completed project record-sheet/manual 
must accompany the exhibit. 4-H member must complete three activities in each project manual: 
exceptions may apply. All record sheets must be signed by an adult leader. Exhibits not accompanies by 
a record sheet will receive a participation ribbon. 

Exhibit Check-In: Nonanimal exhibits are expected to be checked in during the published times for that 
project. A completed project record must accompany the exhibit. Members may use the General Record 
Sheet for any non-animal exhibit. If available for that project, members may instead submit a project 
record sheet (download from Indiana 4-H website) or a project manual with at least three activities 
completed (purchase at Extension Office or order online). Signature of leader is not required. Exhibits ot 
accompanied by a project record will receive a participation ribbon. 

Add to each (non-animal) project: 

A completed General Record Sheet or approved alternative due at exhibit check-in (see “Lake County 4-
H Exhibition Guidelines”) 

A discussion followed. A proposed new General Record Sheet was shown. It was pointed out that the 
name on the sheet did not match the name in the proposed General Rules. Everyone felt the two names 
must match. There was a lot of discussion about the pros and cons of eliminating the project manuals. 
Another topic for discussion was incorporating/eliminating the skills sheets required for the project. 
Julie pointed out that there were only 5 projects/categories that required skill sheets and these were 
required by the state to be included with the projects when they go downstate for judging. Because of 
time constraints it is not feasible to have winners bring in skill sheets to go downstate so everyone has 
to turn them in. Steven Shareef moved that the Adult Leaders committee recommend the proposed 
General Rule change to the County Committee as long as the General Record Sheet has the same name 
as the name in the Rule Change. Linda Dillon seconded. Motion carried, although not unanimously. 

Presentation of proposals for awards for non-animal building projects: Linda Dillon and Lisa Bubala 
presented the results of their months of exhaustive research on the problem of all of the different 



award structures for the building projects. The rather hodge-podge system in place leaves the 4-H 
members bewildered as to why there is no uniformity and feeling cheated in some cases. The 
superintendents have no clear guidelines on how much money they need to raise for their projects. 
Project superintendents who expect to give out certain awards they have worked hard to get donations 
to fund are left wondering what is going on when they are given different awards. The difference 
between the money brought in by some superintendents and the price of the trophies they want to give 
out has left large line items for Debbie to manage and the impression that 4-H is not a not-for-profit 
organization. The leaders had a lot of pros and cons on the trophies and medals, but wanted some 
feedback from the 4-H members themselves. The superintendents were not generally in favor of being 
dictated to in terms of how much money they had to raise or what awards they had to give out. Those 
superintendents that traditionally give out gift cards prefer to continue to give out gift cards. No real 
consensus was reached 

Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 8:16 

Respectfully submitted 

Lin Wozniewski 


